Comparison of nanostructured titania matrices obtained by carbon template and sol-gel methods for controlled release of fluoxetine.
Two types of titania matrix were investigated as a support for the prolonged drug delivery of the antidepressant fluoxetine. Sample MT was synthesized using carbon template and consisted of titania microtubes on which then fluoxetine was adsorbed. Sample SG was synthesized by the sol-gel method when the drug was added during the reaction. The morphology of the powder surfaces was found to be different: nanotubes versus almost spherical particles with much larger surface area of SG and smaller pores. The relative degrees of hydroxyl coverage of the surface were studied by FTIR-spectroscopy and were found to be much larger for the sol-gel complex. Theoretical modeling was applied to consider possible interactions between the drug and the matrices. The liberation of the drug was proved to be faster from complex MT and was attributed to weaker drug-matrix interactions in combination with larger pore size.